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NUMBER ONE COACHING TOOL 

OF THE MONTH CLUB 
 

How To Have a Radical Breakthrough In 
Your Ability To Replace Judgment and 

Criticism For Yourself and Others With 
Having True Compassion for Both!! 

 
 

Firstly, thank you for creating the opportunity for you to have a 
RADICAL breakthrough in your ability to replace judgment and 
criticism for yourself and others with having true compassion 
for both, and thank you for the opportunity that you give me to 
make a difference for you, which fulfills my life. 
 
Secondly, here is my number one tool of the month for you to 
replace judgment and criticism for yourself and others with 
having true compassion for both. HOWEVER, THIS EXERCISE 
ONLY WORKS IF YOU COMPLETE IT RIGOROUSLY and GENUINGLY 
ALL THE WAY THROUGH.  
 
To do this exercise, please use a notebook, notepad or a note 
application on your phone.  You will want to have something that 
you can carry with you anywhere you go and that is easy for you 
to use so that you can track your progress. For you to be able to 
obtain the results of this exercise, it requires you to do it for 21 
days. 
 
There are so many temptations to criticize or judge yourself 
and/or others.  Compassion for your own humanity and that of 
others is a great way to stop the judgment and criticism.  Here 
are some of my approaches to being compassionate for you to 
practice.  For 21 days tell the truth about whom you criticize 
today and do the entire exercise about the person or persons you 
criticized: 
 
1) Make a list of the kind of things you judge others for.  You can 
pick a particular individual or look at people in general.  For 
example, if you look at people in general you might write down 
that you judge others for being rude or inconsiderate or loud or 
annoying.  If you look at a specific person then write down all 
the things about that specific person that you judge. 
 
2) Next to each item you are critical about people (or a specific  
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person) list how you do that same behavior yourself in some way 
or with some people in some circumstances.  For example, if you 
judge people who are rude then find a time or person or situation  
you are or have been rude. 
 
3) Now make a list of things you love in other people or that 
other person. For example, you love how that person is strong or 
great with children.  You may love how that group of people are 
smart or able to move through situations quickly. 
 
4) Next to each item you love about others list a way that you do 
that same thing or have that same quality or value.  For example, 
when or with whom are you strong or are great with people? 
 
5) Next to each item List how you will show compassion to 
yourself the next time you are behaving like that. 
 
6) Each day repeat steps #1 through #5 telling the truth about 
the "at least one person that you judge or criticize today" 
(almost every human being criticizes at least 1 person a day, its 
very normal). Do the work with at least one person a day, for 21 
days, for this exercise to work, since if you only do it once or few 
times it won't work.                                           
 
7) Write a one-sentence report of your progress, daily, also. 
 
If you do a really thorough job on the entire exercise every day 
for 21 days you will see that the very things you dislike, judge 
and criticize in others are things you actually dislike in 
yourself.  You can also see that you possess the same qualities 
you love in others.  The whole trick in being compassionate is that 
it starts with YOU.  Human beings are VERY similar; we all have 
common characteristics, qualities, and characteristics.  Funny 
thing is that we think we are all so unique and different, 
meanwhile we simply mirror one another.   
 
If you can be compassionate with others after seeing that those 
things you judged in them are things you also do then it is just as 
easy to be compassionate with yourself as you can see that the 
things you love about others you also have.  You were born in a 
human body with human characteristics - ones you consider great 
and ones you consider not so great. What if they were all just 
characteristics vs. good or bad ones?  What if it is all just 
human? 
 
Start taking action today to stop judging and criticizing 
yourself.  If there are things you prefer to alter about yourself  
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just alter it vs. indulging in criticizing and judging.  With 
resistance always comes persistence. Strive to be who you want 
to be and apply compassion to the transitions.  If you focus on 
what you want and just let the rest be you will find that what 
you want will start showing up.  Compassion is a feeling of deep 
sympathy and caring for someone struck by misfortune, 
accompanied by a desire to alleviate the suffering; mercy.  It is a 
gift you give to yourself that then keeps on giving to others. You 
deserve compassion.  I invite you to start showing YOU 
compassion as soon as today!  
 
Showing compassion for yourself and others, like anything, can 
be created as a new kind of pattern that will serve you. Creating 
any new pattern requires practice over time. Make sure you keep 
your lists and any notes for yourself in your notebook when new 
things come up.  Within 21 days, if you are rigorous, YOU will have 
a RADICAL breakthrough in showing compassion for yourself 
and others that you can celebrate. Share with everyone you 
know the new results you are creating your compassion. By being 
able to show compassion for yourself and others then you can 
become the new inspiration for everyone around you to be able to 
do that for him or her self too!   
 
 
What are all the insights that you got out of this exercise 
replace judgment and criticism for yourself and others with 
having true compassion for both?  Make sure you put what you 
saw for yourself to work RIGHT NOW!!! Neuroscientists have 
proven that if you do not act on an insight right away, it is lost to 
you. 

 
Lastly, from me to you; 
 
Next month: we will have an EXCITING tool on having a Radical  
Breakthrough in building a life that honors and cherishes who 
you are! 
 
Thank you so much for taking the time and using my tools to 
create some impressive results in your life. That in itself  
contributes to me and allows me to fulfill on my life’s purpose, 
which is to serve yours! 
 
If you would take the time to email me back and give me your 
feedback, it will make a tremendous difference for me and my 
being able to creating more and more things to serve what I love 
(outstanding people up to big things like you)!! 
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Please also note that this work is obviously basic and not in 
depth. With a coach you can take this to the highest and deepest 
level also.  I always recommend having a coach, because we 
deserve it, just as we deserve to eat the best food, not the most 
basic.  Of course, our company has exceptional coaches who I 
have personally trained and who produce RADICAL results for 
our clients in every arena from business to health … so I 
recommend you contact me at:  Carolina@CarolinaAramburo.com 
if you are interested in a FREE Introduction/Discover Call to 
find out more! 
 
Honored to be your partner in maximizing our potential,  

 
Carolina Aramburo 


